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Plutarch on (Un)Sociable Talk: 
Ethics. And Etiquette? 

LIEVE VAN HOOF 
POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCH FELLOW OF THE 

RESEARCH FOUNDATION - FLANDERS (BELGIUM) 
K.U. LEUVEN 

When browsing through Ziegler's I list of what he called Plutarch's "POPU
larphilosophisch-ethischen Schriften", apart from some 'obvious' titles, one comes 
across On Curiosity, On Talkativeness, On Love of Wealth, That We Ought Not to 
Borrow, On Compliancy, On Inoffensive Seif-Praise, etc. If these subjects are not 
what most people would nowadays consider the most obvious topics ethics ought to 
deal with, they do not figure amongst Aristotle's list of ethical virtues either, nor do 
we possess any other ancient writings on them as such. Hence two questions: 1) 
what carries away Plutarch's interest so as to make him write about it, and 2) given 
the fact that he treats all these subjects in the way ethical topics were dealt with, 
what does 'ethics' mean for Plutarch? 

The present paper focusses on On Talkativenesi. Regarding this work, I will 
answer the first question arguing that Plutarch, having observed the adolesches s 
rash use of speech and his resulting social exc1usion, presents a penetrating analy
sis of what the problem is. Conversely, the author offers the necessary education 
needed to be( come) part of the community the adolesches aims at. On the other 
hand, the fact that On Talkativeness is conceived by Plutarch as an ethical treatise 
is significant as to what this less obvious popularphilosojisch-ethische Schrift may 
be about: the art of living well in a community of educated people. Thus an analy
sis of On Talkativeness will throw some light on the second questiono 

2 
1951 ,637. 

JON ES, 1966, 70 limits himself to giving the work's terminus post quem, which is 68. After him, 
DUMORTIER - DEFRADAS, 1975,224 and PETTINE, 1992,28-29, with further bibliography on the 
question, suggested a composition during Trajan's reign. 

JOSÉ RIBEIRO FERREIRA, Luc VAN DER STOCKT & MARIA DO CÉU FIALHO (Edd.), Philosophy in Society 
- Virtues and Values in Plutarch, Leuven-Coimbra, 2008, pp. 209-232. 
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1. Adoleschia 

1.1 The Scope of Adoleschia Extended 

The word a80ÀE0Xla, probably derived from *aa80-ÀÉoXTJS3
, traditionally refers 

to 'idle, excessive talk': "Das Wort bezeichnet [ ... ] den Vorwurf, den man einem 
Gesprachspartner macht, wenn dieser sich im Gesprach, wie es scheint ungebührlich 
lange, bei einem Gegenstande aufhalt oder die Gedankenfuhrung in seiner Rede 
unübersichtlich und nicht einsichtig erscheint,,4. Groups ofpeople liable to accusations 
of adoleschia were therefore the orators5

, and, albeit in a somewhat different sense, 
sophists6 and philosophers7

. On the other hand, a80ÀEoXla was applied as a label to 
'ordinary' people who chatted too much. Theophrast in his Characters probably 
offers the most elaborate description of the phenomenon, distinguishing the idle 
chatterer (a80ÀÉoXTJS, Character 3), the gamllous man (ÀáÀOS, Character 7), the 
rumor-monger (ÀOyOTTOLÓS, Character 8), and the slanderer (KaKOÀÓyOS, Character 
28). ln Plutarch's own days, Dio Chrysostom disapproves of 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Tà CJUV8LaTpl~ELV aEL T0 EVTUXÓVTL a80ÀE0xouvTa KaL aKoúovTa ÀÓyúJv 
OU8EV XPTJCJlj.1úJV ~ TTEPL Tà ~aCJLÀÉúJS TTpáyj.1aTa 8LaTpl~ELV ~ Tà TOU 
8ELVOS (Twentieth Discourse, On Retirement 3. Text taken from Cohoon, 
1939, p. 248). 
wasting all one's time in palavering with anyone you happen to meet, and in 
listening to talk that is utterly futile, or spending your time discoursing about 
the affairs of the Emperor or of what's his name (Twentieth Discourse, On 
Retirement 3. Translation taken from Cohoon, 1939, pp. 249). 

Plutarch, in On Talkativenesi, is in line with Theophrast and Dio in focussing 

Whereas the etymology of the first part, indicating disapproval , is unclear, the second part of the 
compound is ÀÉaXll, which is the "public building or hall, used as a 100mge or meeting-place", and, 
by extension, the conversations taking place there. See FRlsK, 1973, S.v., and CHANTRA INE, 1968, 
s.v. See also PETTINE, 1975, 26, n. 1. 

STEINMETZ, 1962, 54. 

Demosthenes, for example, when inserting a longer account ofsome event, repeatedly stresses that 
he does not do so just in order to talk (ci8oÀEaXEL V). See, for example, Philippic 2, 32.4 and 
Oration 50, 2.4. Analogous is the argument of orators that they are not 'practised speakers', to use 
the expression of DOVER, 1974,25-28. See also BEARDSLEE, 1978, 264-265, with further bibliog
raphy, and MONTIGLlO, 2000, 116-157, esp. 116-122. 

See, for example, Isocrates, Against the Sophists 8, and PIato, Sophist 225d. 

For Socrates as an ci8oÀÉaXllS", see Aristophanes, Clouds 1480 and 1485, Plato, Phaedo 70c, and 
Xenophon, Oeconomicus 11.3.3 . 

Since ZIEGLER'S (1951 , 778) statement that the work has not been subject to Quellenforschung 
confirmed by BEARDSLEE, 1978,267 - INGENKAMP, 1971, 126-128, DUMORTIER - DEFRADAS, 1975, 
225-226, and PETTINE, 1992, 19-26 have suggested parallell passages from anteceding and con
temporary ancient Greek and Latin literature. 
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on à8oÀE0XLa of 'ordinary' people rather than of orators, sophists, ar philosophers. 
Compared to Theophrast, Plutarch is less tec1mical, using à8oÀE0XLa and ÀaÀLá 
indistinctivell. Theophrast's other two variants, ÀoyoTTOLLa and KaKoÀoyLa, do not 
occur as such in On Talkativeness. Regarding ÀoyoTTOLLa, it can be noted that 
Plutarch indicates that the à8óÀE0XOS often lies (503D), although he generally does 
not stress this aspect. The aspect of KaKoÀoyLa, finally, is completely absent from 
On Talkativeness IO

. On the other hand, Plutarch significantly extends the scope of 
what à8oÀEOXLa means. Indeed, On Talkativeness is concemed with more than the 
quantity or content ll of the adolesches' words alone. Two anecdotes will suffice to 
make this c1ear. First (§9), Plutarch approves ofEumenes for preferring to teU alie 
rather than revealing the truth at the wrong moment. For indeed, instead ofinform
ing his friends that Craterus was approaching, Eumenes told them that it was 
Neoptolemus, whom they looked down upon. As a result, they won the battle. 
Plutarch comments that Eumenes' was a clever strategy, for it was better to save his 
friends by not telling them something, than to ruin them by doing soo Second (§ 12), 
there is the story of a farmer who had hosted king Seleucus at a time when the king 
wanted to stay incognito, but was killed by him because he could not restrain him
self from showing his knowledge of who the man he had hosted, was. Had he but 
stayed si1ent a little time, Plutarch says, until Seleucus was in control again, the king 
would have bestowed great favours on him, not only for his hospitality, but even 
more for his silence. At stake here is not the quantity of words, but their timing. 

What Plutarch is here criticising, in other words, is not just that the adolesches 
talks too much. ln that case, a simple advice would have been sufficient: "stay 
silent". On the contrary, as we will see, Plutarch reveals himself fully aware of the 
necessity, use, and pleasure conversation can yield, and this consciousness is what 
coined his writing and advice on the subject l2

. 

9 

10 

II 

12 

Other words Plutarch uses in On Talkativeness to denote the behaviour he aims at, are À~poS' (504B 
and 512D) and <jJÀvap[a (503F, 505C, 508C, 510C, and 51lD). Apart from these terms, Plutarch 
also uses ÀÉYELV (see esp. 505B, 508C, and 509D). The fact that some of the adolesches' behav
iour is denoted by that verb is signifícant: it implies that Plutarch is not merely interested in talk
ing nonsense, but also in saying things that are interesting but ought to be kept silent in certain cir
cumstances. Compare the discussion ofPlutarch's use ofthese various verbs by AUBERGER, 1993, 
298-306. 

Plutarch does tell the story ofthe Athenians reviling (KaKWS' [ ... ] EÀEyov, 505B) Sulla and his wife 
Metella from their walls, but this does not coincide with Theophrast's KaKoÀoy[a, which is always 
behind the reviled person's back. Note ais o that Plutarch does treat KaKoÀoy[a in On Curiosity, and 
that he does so in a passage highlighting the relationship of curiosity and talkativeness. On 
Talkativeness is therefore more about bavarder than about mauvaise langue. On the difference 
between both, see RUNTER, 1990, 300. 
For an analysis of Plutarch's criticism on "Quantitat" and "lnhalt" of the adolesches' words, see 
INGENKAMP, 1971,126-128. 

Cf. also BEARDSLEE, 1978,288: "Ris final word in the practical sphere is not the counsel of silence, 
but the counsel of moderation in speech". 
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If, then, à OOÀEaXLa in On Talkativeness does not fully coincide with what it tra
ditionally meant, the question arises what Plutarch here does understand when using 
the termo What, in other words, is the àooÀEaXLa Plutarch aims at with this writing? 

1.2 Adoleschia: An Ill-considered Use of Speech 

As a starting point for our examination of Plutarch 's specific treatment of ado
leschia, I will quote a larger passage, which, as will gradually become clear, con
tains the core of Plutarch 's argument: 

TOV ÀÓyov ~OL0TOV oVTa KaL ~LÀaVepwrróTaTov 0u~~óÀaLov oL Xpw
~EVOL KaKws KaL rrpOXElpWS à rrávepwrrov rrOLOV0L KaL a~LKTov, oLs 
O'LOVTaL xapL(E0eaL ÀurrovvTES KaL à~ ' WV eau~á(EaeaL KaTayEÀw~EVOL 
KaL OL' WV ~LÀEl0eaL OU0XEpaLVÓWVOL. w0rrEp ouv Ó T0 KE0T0 TOUS 
Ó~LÀovvTas àrr00TpÉ~wV KaL àrrEÀaúvwv àva~póoLTOS, OÜTWS Ó T0 ÀÓY4l 
Àurrwv KaL àrrEXeavó~EvoS a~ou0ós TLS KaL aTEXvós E0TL . TWV o' aÀÀwv 
rraewv KaL v00Tl~áTWV Tà ~Év E0TLV ETILKCvouva Tà OE ~L011Tà Tà OE 
KaTayÉÀa0Ta, TD o' àOOÀEaXLQ. rráVTa 0U~~É~llKE' XÀEuá(oVTaL ~Ev yàp 
EV TalS KOLvalS OLTlYTÍ0EaL, ~L00VVTaL OE OLà Tàs TWV KaKWV rrp00ayyE
ÀLas, KLVOUVEÚOU0L OE TWV àrroPPTÍTwv ~~ KpaTovvTES (504E-F. All Greek 
texts are taken from Paton-Pohlenz-Sieveking, 1929). 

Speech, which is the most pleasant and human of social ties, is made inhu
man and unsocial by those who use it badly and wantonly, because they offend 
those whom they think they please, are ridiculed for their attempts at gaining 
admiration, and are disliked because of the very means they employ to gain 
affection. As, then, he can have no share in Aphrodite who uses her girdle to 
drive away and alienate those who seek bis company, so he who arouses annoy
ance and hostility with his speech is no friend of the Muses and a stranger to art. 
Now ofthe other affections and maladies some are dangerous, some detestable, 
some ridiculous; but garrulousness has all these qualities at once; for babblers 
are derided for telling what everyone knows, they are hated for bearing bad 
news, they run into danger since they cannot refrain from revealing secrets 
(504E-F. All translations are taken from Helmbold, 1939). 

This passage, in my view, contains a clear indication as to what is the common 
denominator of all instances of àOoÀE0XLa which Plutarch mentions in On 
Talkativeness: adoleschai are people "using speech badly and wantonly" (XPW~EVOL 
KaKws KaL rrpOXElpWS, 504E). Speaking badly (KaKws) means speaking whatever 
occurs to one (rrpOXElpws), without thinking, that is. And indeed, throughout On 
Talkativeness, the adolesches appears as a person who does not know or take into 
account the impact of his words. His use of speech makes it seem indeed as if he 
regards speech as the most worthless thing in the world (rrávTwv àTL~ÓTaTOv 

~yEL0eaL TOV ÀÓyov EOLKa0LV , 503D) - and a worthless something, of course, has 
no impact. As Plutarch stresses, however, the contrary is true: words can cause no 
less pain than deeds (509D). 
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The thoughtlessness of the adolesches comes to full light of day through his 
dealing with álTÓPPTlTa. Literally, álTÓPPTlTa are 'forbidden things', things, that is, 
which should not be said. Plutarch explicit1y states that if something is not to be 
known (d [ ... ] áyvoELCJ8m TOV ÀÓyov E8EL, 506E), it should not be told to any
body in the first place, for a word is only a real secret if there is only one person 
who knows it: ÀÓyoS EV T4> lTpú:lT(~ KaTa~Évwv álTÓPPTlTOS cDs áÀTl8ws ECJTLV 
(507A). The adolesches, then, is the kind of person who, if he perceives such a 
word, does not keep it to himself, but tells it on. Fulvius is an obvious example, 
telling his wife what the had heard from the Emperor. On the one hand, it would 
have been wise of Augustus himself not to say anything in Fulvius' presence; on the 
other hand, Fulvius should not have told his wife what he heard. The reason why 
each one ofthem should have acted in that way - after all, there is no 'formal' inter
diction to speak a certain word involved -, is that they could have foreseen what 
would happen if they acted as they did. Augustus, in this case, may have thought of 
the possibility, but estimated that he could trust his friend Fulvius (<POÚÀ~LOS 8' Ó 

KaLCJapos hmpos, 508A). Fulvius, behaving as an adolesches, may have had the 
sarne feeling about his wife, or he may not have considered what could happen if 
he told her. She herself points this out to him: 

8LKaLws (se. ~ÉÀÀELS ávmpELv CJEauTov), EhEV, OTL ~OL TOCJOÜTOV 
CJUVOLKWV Xpóvov OUK EyvWS ou8' EcpuÀáçw T~V áKpaCJLav (508B). 

"It is right that you should (se. intend to kill yourself)", said his wife, 
"since, after living with me for so lon? a time, you did not know or guard 
against my incontinent tongue" (508B) 3. 

Thus his wife reproaches him that he either did not know (EyvWS) or did not take 
into account (EcpU.\.áÇW) her garrulity. Doing either one ofthem, however, supposes 
that one uses one's mind before talking, and that is exactly what the adolesehes, 
using speech rashly, does not do. 

As a result, he not only asses ses wrongly people, but also the circumstances 
(Kmpós, 504C, 512A, and 512F) for saying certain things. Apart from the anecdotes 
about Eumenes and Seleucus which have already been mentioned, Sulla's siege and 
sack of Athens (505A-C) is a good example: the fact that the Heptacha1con was 
unguarded was apparently no secret among the Athenians, but it was not wise to 
mention it at the barber's, where spies can hear evelything. Nor was it thoughtful of 
the Athenians to revile Sulla, a powerful man, when he was before the walls: they 
should have taken into account the consequences in case he would take the city. 
More generally, Plutarch approvingly states that one should know to 

13 Translation modified. 
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0L'yãv 8 ' OTTOU 8EL KaL ÀÉ)'ELV 'Lv ' á0cpaÀÉS' (506C). 

be silent in season, to speak where speech is safe (506C). 

When it is safe, speech is not bad, but ofien it is necessary to stay silent. Far apart 
from people ar spies who may overhear what one is saying, the friend in whom one 
trusts will in tum trust another friend, and soon the secret becomes a mmour (506F). 
Moreover, it is always possible to reveal something one has at first kept silent, but not 
the other way round. ln other circumstances, it may be necessary to teU a lie (506D) 
or to uphold it (508E), as in the anecdotes about Eumenes and Seleucus. 

But even if it is safe to talk, one should take into account the degree (KÓpOS', 
504D and 513D) up to which talking is agreeable. A short (áva)'KaLov, 513A) or a 
friendly (cpLÀáv8púlTTov, 513A) answer is acceptable to a question, an exaggerated 
(TTEpLCJ0ÓV, 513A) one is not: one should take the questioner's need as the centre -
regarding content, that is - and radius - defining size - of one's answer (KÉVTP41 KaL 
8La0T~ ~WTL Ti] XPElÇi TOU TTuv8avol-lÉvou TTEPL )'pál(!avTa TT]V á TTÓKPLCJLV, 513C). 
Talkative people, on the other hand, never listen, for they are always talking (§ 1). When 
a question is asked, whether to them, or to someone else, or in a group, it is always they 
who want to answer it (§§19-23). But even without a question being asked or anyone 
inviting to, the adolesches approaches people, and starts taIking endlessly (§2). 

1.3 The Adolesches and his Concem 

Thus the adolesches' use of speech is 'rash' (TTpOXELpWS', 504E) in the sense that 
he does not use his mind (enough) in order to assess correctly the impact of his 
words, the tmstworthiness of the peopIe he is taIking to, the situation in which the 
conversation takes place, and the right degree of talking. 

On the other hand, this does not mean that the adolesches speeks aimlessly. On 
the contrary, the passage quoted at the beginning indicates that he does have a deter
minate goaI when speaking: he wants to pIease and to be loved and admired (504E, 
510D). ln order to obtain this, he may want to prove his being a friend - and there
fore loveable - directly by teUing secret things which he happens to know. 
Augustus, in trusting Fulvius, may be a case in point, alongside a man who would 
teU his wife a secret in arder to caIm her anger at him (cf. 507C). Another ado
lesches says things iUustrating his own achievements and merits, as did the wouId
be kiUer of Nero, pointing out to a convicted man that the latter wouId be grateful 
to him the day afier (aüpLov 8É I-l0L EUxapLCJT~0ELS', 505C). Another possibility is 
to talk about what one happens to be good at or to know: 

TOUTO KaL TTpOS' TOUS' ÀÓ)'ouS' EKElVOUS' TTETTóv8a0LV, EV OLS' KaT ' EI-l
TTELpLaV ~ EÇLV TLvà TWV aÀÀwv 8wcpÉpELV V0I-lL(OU0L. cpLÀauToS' )'àp wv 
KaL cpLÀó80çoS' Ó TOLOUTOS' 

VÉI-lEL TO TT ÀEL0TOV ~I-lÉpaS' TOÚT41 I-lÉpoS', 
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'Lv' alHOS alHou TUYXávEL KpáTLCJTOS wV' 

Év LCJTOpLaLS Ó ávayvWO'TLKÓS, Év TEXVOÀOyLaLS Ó ypaj.1j.1aTLlCÓs, Év 
8L Tly~j.1aO'L ÇEVLKOLS Ó TTOÀÀ~V xwpav ÉTTEÀTlÀu8ws KaL TTETT ÀavTlj.1Évos 
(514A-B) 

Talkers have this difficulty with those subjects in which they think that 
they surpass alI others because of some experience or acquired habit. For 
such a person, being self-centred and vain, 

WilI give the chief part of the day to that 
ln which he chances to surpass himself: 

the great reader wilI spend it in narrating tales, the literary expert in techni
cal discussions, the wide travelIer and wanderer over the face of the earth in 
stories offoreign parts (514A-B). 

Some people bring every conversation round to their own hobbyhorses (514C)14. 
Plutarch gives the example of a fellow citizen of Chaeronea, who happened to have 
read two or three books ofEphorus, and paraded his knowledge all the time l5

. 

The explanation Plutarch gives for such behaviour, is that talkers are subject to 
self-Iove (cpLÀauTLa) and vanity (cpLÀo80çLa). This concem for themselves and the 
impression they hope to make on others impedes them to take into account the 
impact of their words. One result is that they cause harrn both to themselves and to 
others, as Plutarch extensively shows 16. The story about Fulvius 17 includes both. 
This friend of Augustus passed on to his wife something confidential which 
Augustus had told him. His wife in tum told Livia, who then used it against the 
Emperor. As a result, Fulvius was to die, a death caused indirectly by his own, 
directly by his wife's adoleschia. But the harmful effects of the disease are not 
always restricted to the adolesches himself. SulIa, for example, succeeded in attack
ing the city of Athens upon gaining inforrnation about the city's defence from some 
garrulous old men. Moreover, if he dealt with the city in a violent way, this was 
because he was angry at some Athenians for having scolded him (§ 7). Apart from 
harm, the behaviour of the adolesches also has a bearing on his aim to be loved, 
which will be discussed in a moment. 

14 
Juvenal, 7.161-162 passes criticism on the kindlike behaviour of an orator who interlarded every 
speech with the sarne example. 

15 
Compare Juvenal's comments on a woman showing off her knowledge at every occasion (Satire 
6.434-456). 

16 
"ln g. (On Talktativeness) widmet Plutarch den gefáhrlichen Folgen des ná60S' die langste 
Untersuchung (Kap. 7-15 pass.)", according to INGENKAMP, 1971 , 78 . INGENKAMP, 1971,39 dis-
cusses the harm caused as structuring part of On Talkativeness. 

17 
On the question ofthe correctness ofthe name, see HELMBOLD, 1939, 429, n. b, PATON-POHLENZ-
SIEVEKING, 1929,293, and DUMORTIER-DEFRADAS, 1975,241, n. 2. 
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1.4 Speech and its Social Character 

If, then, the adolesches is self-centered, this is problematic because of the very 
nature of speech: speech is a social act par excellence, and supposes one transcends 
one s self-Iove (cpLÀauTLa). Rather than a set of absolute guidelines holding in ali cir
cumstances, a good use of speech requires constant pondering and reassessment in 
every single case in the light of this social character. Several passages in On 
Talkativeness confirm this. 

On the one hand, Plutarch repeatedly stresses that one's interlocutor determines 
the content and measure of one's talking. Apart from the image of the interlocutor 
as centre and radius of one's answer which was mentioned above, there is the fol
lowing explicit statement: 

ELlTÓVTOS o' EKElVOU (se. ó KapvEáollS) "oós iJ.0L iJ.ÉTpov cpwvíls" ou 
cpaúÀws lJ1TÉTuXE (se. Ó ),UiJ.VaCJLapxos) "OLOWiJ.L TOV lTpoCJOWÀE)'ÓiJ.EVOV". 
T0 o' àlTOKpLVOiJ.ÉV41 iJ.ÉTpov ~ TOU EpWTWVTOS ~oúÀllCJLS (513C). 

When Carneades said, "Give me something to regulate my voice," the 
director aptly rejoined, "I am giving you the person conversing with you." 
So, in making an answer, let the wishes of the questioner provi de the regula
tion (513C). 

Taking someone else as the criterion of one's speech of course implies tran
scending one's own wishes and interests, as well as an openness towards and a tak
ing into consideration ofthe other(s). 

On the other hand, On Talkativeness ends with an explicit statement about what 
speech is about: 

~ OL' alJTOUS aV8pWlTOL OEÓiJ.EVOL TLVOS ÀaÀouCJLV ~ TOUS àKoúovTas 
WcpEÀOUVTES ~ XápLV TLVà lTapaCJKEuá(oVTES àÀÀ~ÀOLS WCJlTEp àÀCJL ToIs 
ÀÓ)'OLS ECPll0ÚVOUCJL T~V OWTpL~~V KaL T~V lTpãÇLV, EV D Tu)'XávoUCJLV 
OVTES (5l4E-F). 

When men talk, it is either for their own sake, because they need some
thing, or to benefit their hearers, or they seek to ingratiate themselves with 
each other by seasoning with the salt of conversation the pastime or business 
in which they happen to be engaged (5l4E-F). 

If one needs something oneself and asks someone else about or for it, the other is 
by definition implied and one has no choice but to depend on - and thus adjust oneself 
to - the other's goodwill. Truly benefitting one's hearers, on the other hand, supposes 
other-concern in the form of taking the point of view of the other to see what would 
bring benefit to him. Finally, people provi de pleasure to one another (àÀÀ~ÀOLS), and 
make business or free time more agreeable with words as with salt l8

. ln arder for 

18 Conversely, the adolesches spoils every pleasure his deeds may yield by his words. Cf. 504C. 
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this to be the case, there must be a dialogue, not a monologue (cf. aÀÀTÍÀOLS), and 
both parties must try to do their best in order to do the other a favouf (cf. XapLV), 
that is, to make the other enjoy it (cf. E q)"rl8úvouCJL ). And indeed, if someone asks a 
question, this is often not a demand for information, but an invitation to talk: 

KGLTOL TTOÀÀàKLS TLvàs EpWTW~EV ou TOU ÀÓyou 8EÓWVOL, cpwv~v 8É 
TLVG KGI. cpLÀOcppoCJúvrw EKKGÀOÚ~EVOL TTGp' GUTWV KGI. TTpOGyGyELv ElS 
Ó~LÀLGV E8ÉÀOVTES (512B). 

And yet we often ask people questions, not because we need an answer, 
but to elicit some friendly word from them, and because we wish to draw 
them on to friendly converse (512B). 

When answering such a question, it is of course important to enable a friendly 
converse, and not to start a monologue. This is not the case with an exaggerated 
(TTEpWCJÓV, 513A) answer. Among the two other kinds of answers, the short 
(aVGyKGLOV, 513A) one is correct, but does not seize the offered opportunity for a 
conversation. The answer which does, is the friendly one. The word Plutarch uses 
for it, is cpLÀàv8pWTTOV (513A), which recurs in the passage quoted at the beginning 
of our discussion of Plutarch's treatment of talkativeness. There he called speech 
"the most pleasant and human of social ties" (~8WTOV OVTG KGI. cpLÀGv8pWTTÓTG
TOV CJu~~óÀaLOV, 504 E) - stressing, that is, the social aspect of it: speech unites (cf. 
CJu~~óÀaLov) people and is pleasant (~8WTOV) and friend-Iy (cpLÀGv8pWTTÓTGTOV) 
par excellence. 

1.5 The Adolesches and his Speech in a Face-to-Face Society 

As was said above, the adolesches wants to pie ase and to be loved and admired. 
What his behaviour eams him, however, is harm (~Àà~rü and shame (GLCJXÚVll), as 
Plutarch summarizes it later in the text. If something has already been said about the 
former, the focus will now be on the shame caused by the adolesches ' behaviour. This 
is of course of great importance, as the adolesches himself is, as was shown, aiming 
precisely at social recognition. Thus if a friendly person (cpLÀàv8pWTTOS) has a pleas
ant manner and a person giving 'correct' answers (aVGyKGLOV, 513A) may not wish 
for more contact, the failure of developing a satisfactory social life is all the more 
bothersome for an adolesches. Indeed, although the adolesches Plutarch is writing 
about and for is self-loving (cpC\GUTOS), he needs others to gratify his vanity. His desire 
to please and to be loved and admired is even so strong and desperate as to make him 
deal rashly with speech - and thereby miss out regarding his desire. 

Ingenkamp19 has rightly noted that "die GLCJXÚVll spielt [ ... ] die Rolle fur den 
Menschen ais (élíov TTOÀLTLKÓV, die die ~Àà~ll fur ihn ais (élíov spielt". As a conse
quence, the shame caused by the adolesches' behaviour is a social consequence, 

19 1971 , 76. 
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and cannot be discussed properly unless the community (cf. 7TOÀL-TLKÓV) in which 
the adolesches is living, is taken into account. Conversely, that community may also 
help to explain the adolesches' desire for social approval. As I will show, this is 
indeed the case: Plutarch's adolesches is both an extreme exponent and a victim of 
the face-to-face society he is living in. 

By the - much used20 - expression 'face-to~face society' I mean a community of 
people who know, observe and react to each other's faces, face being "the ·public, 
projected self-image that is the basic currency of social interactions,,21. The world 
Plutarch 's adolesches is active in, appears indeed to be such. First of ali, he lives in 
a community: Plutarch's adolesches does not dwell in the removed countryside, but 
lives in a city, as appears from his frequenting the market-place (ciyopá, 504B), the 
theatre (8ÉaTpov, 504B), and the gymnasium (ÇV0TÓV, 502F)22 - the most typical 
elements of all Greek - and, by extension, some Roman - cities23 . ln the text, there 
is no clear indication as to where this city is located: the historical anecdotes 
Plutarch recounts to illustrate the behaviour of the adolesches stern fram both the 
Greek and the Roman world, and the opposition of the Roman to the Attic slave 
(511E) is ofno help in this respect. On the other hand, the gymnasium, and maybe 
also the theatre, is more typically Greek than Roman24. Moreover, when Plutarch 
presents an adolesches who lived lTap' ~~LV (514C), there is no reason to doubt that 
this refers to Chaeronea25 

- which situates the only contemporary anecdote in a 
(relatively) sma1l26 city in Greece. An encounter with this man, who, as will imme
diately become clear, is likely to have frequented the sarne circles as Plutarch him-

20 

21 
22 

23 
24 

25 

26 

On the history and 'politicaI' use of the expression, see OSBORNE, 1985, 64-65. Recently, M. 
GLEASON (1995, 55) interpreted it in a physiognomical sense. Mine, as will be c1ear, is different 
from both. 

OUENSIS, 1998, 1. 

The ~U(JTÓV is a walking place, often in a gymnasium, either covered ar not. See LIDDELL - SCOTI, 
S.V. I I and 2. 

On the importance of these central public areas for gossip, see HUNTER, 1990, 302. 

The market-place was of course central both in Greek and in Roman cities. As for the theatre, 
although perhaps more typically Greek than Roman - as opposed to the amphitheatre -, in 
Plutarch's days most cities possessed one. The gymnasium, finally, combining intellectual and 
physical education, seems to be typically Greek: Roman exerci se rather took place around bathing 
complexes. Cf. also OWENS, 1991, 155: "Most cities boasted a theatre and many also provided sta
dia and, under Roman influence, amphitheatres. ln the cities of the Greek world the gymnasium 
assumed an increasingly important social and relaxational role". 

HELMBOLD, 1939, 463' translates " in my native town", PETIINE, 1992, 117 "uno dei nostri concit-
tadini". This way of referring to one's home town is in line with the general practice of defining a 
city in terms of its inhabitants. See, for example, LONIS, 1994, 7. 

Note that subdivisions of bigger cities formed face-to-face societies as well. See OSBORNE, 1985, 
89, and HUNTER, 1990,30 1. 
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self, may well have made Plutarch's interest in adoleschia raise up to the leveI of 
undertaking to write a work on it27. Although Plutarch repeatedly mentions garrulous 
women28 and slaves29, the adoleschai he is actually writing for are most probably peo
pIe possessing full citizenship, for having their say in lawsuits and politics (51 OC)o As 
membership of, say, the council was, in Plutarch's days, the prerogative of a city's 
upper c1ass30, the adolesches is therefare 1ike1y to have be10nged to that c1ass. This is 
confrrmed by other e1ements in the text. P1utarch for example mentions the pride some 
adoleschai took in their knowing governors ar kings (513D) - a leveI which they them
selves have not reached, though31 . Moreover, the adolesches appears as having plen
ty of time to walk through the City32, accost people33, and have a chae4 

- a way of 
Iife reserved for rich people, who either did not have to work at all or practiced a 'priv
ileged' profession, as did doctors ar rhetoricians35 . If, converse1y, hairdressers36 are 
mentioned repeatedIy as extreme1y taIkative, Plutarch may be using this as an argu
ment in the sarne way as when associating women and slaves with adoleschia: a free, 

27 

28 

29 

That there is no formal dedication, is understandable: "The dedication is a compliment; that is the 
fundamental rule", according to RUSSELL, 1973, 1l. 

Cf. the anecdotes about the wife of a Roman senator and of Fulvius. Women were generally 
regarded as talkative, as appears for example from Semonides fr. 7 DIEHL, 20, Juvenal 6.398-412 
and 434-456, or from the point of an epigram discussed by O'SULLIVAN, 1980, 51-52. See also 
HUNTER, 1990, 303, who, referring to a recent study on gossip in a Greek mountain village, gives 
the following quote: "Men gossip, but women are thought to do nothing but gossip". 

See 507D and 511D-E. Slaves were represented as extremely talkative by other authors as well. See, 
for example, Aristophanes, Frogs 750-753, and Juvenal, Satires 9.92-10l. Cf. HUNTER, 1990,304. 

30 
Cf. JONES, 1940, 170-191, esp. 176, and 179-180. 

31 

32 
33 
34 

35 

36 

ln 514D-E Plutarch argues the should talk to "superiors" (~ETà KpElTTÓVWV), which implies they 
are not on the top of the social ladder themselves. 

Cf. TTEpllaow, 502E and 508C. 

See, e.g., 503A. 

This is clearly the adolesches' intention in 502E-F. From this passage it also appears that the peo-
pIe whose company he is aiming at, are in the same situation. 

Compare 504B: "As your physician, he is worse than the disease; as your ship-mate, more 
unpleasant than sea-sickness; his praises are more annoying than another's blame" (i'(JTl SE 8Epa
TTEÚWV Tfís- Vó(Jou ~apúTEpoS-. (JU~TTÀÉWV Tfís- vauTlas- áTJSÉ(JTEP0S-. ÉTTmvwv TOU tjJÉyovTOS
ÉTTax8É(JTEpOS-). I do not wish to contend that Plutarch is here necessarily, in ali three cases, refer
ring to professions, but he may be doing SOo 

See 508F, 509A, and 509B. Compare also 505A. A discussion of the social function of barbers, 
including the gossip told in their shops, can be found in CARCOPINO, 1986, 233-243, esp. 233-234 
and notes 70-75, which contain references to primary sources. See also HUNTER, 1990, 302. The 
argument holds true even ifPlutarch would count with 'promoted' hairdressers - who, as appears 
from Martial 7.64, did exist among his model readers: changing the behaviour typical oftheir for
mer lives is a conditio sine qua non to become truly part of another class of people. 
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educated man will want to distinguish himself from these inferior categories of people, 
and therefore want to flee the behaviour associated with them37

. 

As a result, the 'community ofpeople' the adolesches mainly moves in, within 
his city, is a group of wealthy citizens. This is, of course, the group of people to 
which Plutarch himself would also belong. As most people in this group, the ado
lesches was able to read - otherwise Plutarch's written therapy by word would a pri
ori be doomed to fail - and write - if Plutarch's advise to divert some of one's talk
ativeness to writing (514D) is to be believed. A second characteristic ofthe face-to
face society is that its members know each other. People sitting or walking togeth
er (502F) are in this case, and so must be the adolesches who approaches them: in 
order to address people, it is likely that one has at least an idea of who they are38

. 

Moreover, Plutarch repeatedly mentions symposia39
, and once even explicitly a 

"gathering ofpeople who know each other" (CJUVÉ8pLOV yvwpL/lWV, 502F)40. Next, 
people observe each other in a face-to-face society, and are, conversely, observed 
by one another: the face one presents is thus of primary importance. 

As such, the adolesches reveals himself an extreme exponent of the face-to-face 
society: he is desperately in search of confirmation and admiration from others. The 
result of this extreme concern for one 's own face, however, is to forget to watch the 
faces of the others, and this, in a face-to-face society, is a capital mistake. For 
indeed, in such a society, people also judge each other and show their judgements 
in their ownfaces41

• People hate the adolesches (cf. ~LCJODVTaL, 504F and 510D), 
and will try to get away from him: 

37 

38 

39 

40 

4 1 

TTãS" cpEÚyEL TTpOTpOTTá8TlV· KGV EV ~~LKUKÀ[41 TLVL KaeE(Ó~EVOL KGV 
TTEpLTTaTODvTES" EV ÇUCJT<{í eEáCJwVTaL TTpOCJcpOLTWVTa, TaxÉwS" àvá(EUÇLV 
ainoLS" TTapEYYuWCJL (502E-F). 

Every one runs away headlong. If men are sitting in a public lounge or 
strolling about in a portico, and see a talker coming up, they quickly give 
each other the counter-sign to break camp (502E-F). 

For the association ofpeople oflower sort with adoleschia, see, for example, Petronius, Satyricon 
4l -46, as discussed by PERUTELLI, 1985. 

Horace is rather startled to be addressed by someone known to him only by name (notus mihi 
nomine tantum, Satire 1.9.3). On the importance of the theme of garrulity in this Satire of 
Horace's, see FABBRI, 1996,219-229, esp. 223. Theophrast deems the fact that the adolesches 
starts talking to someone he does not know worthy ofmention (Character 3.2). 

See, for example, 502F, 503F, 504A, and 514C. 

DUMORTIER - DEFRADAS, 1975, 229 interpret yvwpqJ.OS' in this sense, translating "un cercle 
d'amis", and so does Pettine, 1992,47, translating "una brigata di amici". The other possibility is 
that yVWPlllOS' refers to "the notables or wealthy class" (LIDDELL - SCOTT, s.v. II) - which then 
confirms what I said above, that Plutarch's adolesches moves in the higher circles. 

Cf. also VEYNE, 1983, 3-30. 
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This example shows other people enjoying their talking together but stopping 
with it w~en an ~dolesches arrives. Moreover, ~hey. are all in le~~ue together 
(rrapE'Y'YUWCJL) agamst the adolesches. Another optlOn IS to make fim of the ado
lesches they have to put up with, for example by asking questions which kindle his 
talking (512D). The humor ofthat situation lays in the fact that the adolesches is too 
glad for being offered an occasion to talk to notice the real tenor of the question, and 
thereby proves the questioner to have assessed him correctly to be an adolesches. The 
faces of the other are thus the mirror reflecting the impression one makes. If one does 
not look into this mirror and therefore does not somehow adapt one's face to the oth
ers, their judgement becomes a negative renown, which de facto excludes one from 
true participation in the community: thus the adolesches is at the sarne time a victim of 
the face-to-face society he is an extreme exponent of. And indeed, in the examples just 
given, the adolesches is preceeded by his own bad renown: he does not even have to 
start talking in order to make people go away or make fim of him. As a result, true 
friendships become impossible for the adolesches: people do not speak boldly to 
him43

, and instead of a (pleasant) dialogue, he has his monologue with at best unvol
untary listeners (502F-503A). 

1.6. Paideia 

The adolesches Plutarch is writing for and about thus belongs to the communi
ty ofthe elite in his city, an elite which could read and write and must therefore have 
enjoyed some education. As was shown above, on the other hand, the adolesches 
himself is the kind of man who shows off whatever he happens to know. A closer 
look at the example ofPlutarch's fellow Chaeronean is revealing: 

42 

43 

wS' TWV rrap' ~fllv TLS' KaTà TÚXllV àVE'YVWKàS' 8úo TWV 'Ecpópou ~L~À.L
wv fl TpLa rrávTas- àv8pwrrouS' KaTÉTpL~E Kal. rrãv àváCJTaTov ErrOLEL 
CJUfl rróCJLov, àE\. Tilv EV AEÚKTPOLS' fláXllV Kal. Tà CJuVExfi 8L ll'YOÚflEVOS'· 
08Ev'ErraflELvwv8aS' rrapwvúflLOV ECJXEV (514C). 

Just so, in my native town, there was a man who chanced to have read two 
or three books of Ephorus, and would always bore everybody to death and 
put every dinner-party to rout by invariably narrating the battle of Leuctra 
and its sequeI; so he got the nickname of "Epaminondas" (514C). 

Compare alsoXÀEvá(ovTaL, 504F and KaTayEÀwVTaL, 510D. Plutarch's use ofderision as an argu-
ment against adoleschia makes clear that the author's interest, in On Talkativeness, is caried away 
by the social aspect of adoleschia. Very different is his concem in Advice about Keeping WelI, 
where he recommends to keep speaking even if everybody deride one (av TIáVTES' KaTaYEÀw(JLV, 
l30E). The (seeming) contradiction between both works was noted by DODDS, 1933, 106. 

Cf. 506E: "Yet, speaking generally, who has left himself the right to speak out boldly against one 
who has not kept silent?" (TLS' 8' oÀwS' EavT0 TIapPll(JLav clTIOÀÉÀOLTIE KaTà TOU ~T] <JLW

TI~(JavToS';) Speeking boldly (TIaPPll(JLa), for Plutarch, was one of the characteristics of true 
friendship. Compare the importance TIapPll(JLa has in, say, How to TelI a Flatterer from a Friend. 
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Plutarch says that "Epaminondas" happened (KaTà TÚXTlV, 514C) to have read 
two or three - out ofthe thirty! - books ofEphorus44. The author may well be sug
gesting that his fellow Chaeronean had not enjoyed that good an education45 . ln On 
Talkativeness, however, Plutarch argues that there is more thanjust the fact that one 
recites only the content oftwo or three books which reveals one's lack of education: 

oí. yàp EUyEvOUS' KaL ~a0LÀLKfíS' T0 OVTL 1TaL8ELaS' TUXÓVTES' 1TpWTOV 
0Lyãv Eha ÀaÀELv llav8ávou0LV (506C). 

For those who have received a truly noble and royal education learn first 
to be silent, and then to speak (506C). 

If a "truly noble and royal education" teaches "first to be silent and then to 
speak,,46, the correct use of speech will be one ofthe elements by which noble (and 
royal) people distinguish themselves as a group from the rest: the elite47 was indeed 
defined not only by wealth (and descent) , but also by culture and virtue48 , which 
could both be achieved only through education (1TaL8da)49. The fact that the ado-

44 

45 

Cf. GLEASON, 1995, xxiv: "They did not display their levei of culture by owning books, or even 
by having read books owned by others, but only by having absorbed books so completely that they 
could exhale them as speech". Compare also Pindar's criticism on the man who has leamt some
thing: "The wise man is he who knows many things by the gift ofnature: those who leamed, bois
teraus in their garrulity, utter (the pair ofthem) idle words like craws against the holy bird ofZeus" 
(CJo<jlàs ó rroÀÀà EL8ws <jluQ: fj.a9ÓVTES 8E \á~pOl rrayyÀwCJCJlq KópaKES CDS axpavTa yapúE
TOV lHàs rrpàs opvlXa 9ELOV, Olympic 2.86-89). Note that the word \á~pos recurs in On 
Talkativeness , 512E. 

The desire to show the education one has enjoyed may be compared to the well-known sociolog-
ical principie of overcompensation. A clear example is offered by the research of LABOV, 1972, 
esp. 43-69 on the "social stratification of (r) in New York City Department Stores", and the com
ments on '''hypercorrect' behavior" of the lower middle class on pp. 244-245 and 291. 

46 Compare also Plutarch's pedagogical advice to the young in On Listening to Lectures, which also 
highlights the importance of silence. On Talkativeness, conversely, offers advice for a man whose 
education in these matters has not taught him to remain silent in time. As such, it is an example of 
Erwachsenenerziehung. Cf. FoucAuLT, 1984, 65. For the parallells between On Listening to 
Lectures and On Talkativeness, see ING ENKA MP, 1971,81 -82. The impOliance ofwhat and how one 
speaks for the impression one makes on others is also discemable in other writings ofPlutarch. 

47 

48 

49 

Cf. EDWARDS, 1993, 12-17, GLEASON, 1995,70-72, GOLDHILL, 2001,17, and WHITM ARSH, 2001 , 
90-130, esp. 96-108. Compare the situation in modem Europe, as described by BRYSON, 1998, 7, 
20, and 279-280 

Compare also EDWARDS, 1993, 4 on moral criticism among the Roman elite: "Attacks on immoral-
ity were used by the Roman elite to exerci se contrai over its own members and to justify its priv
ileged position". 

Conceming the social connotations of adoleschia, it is worthwhile referring to BEARDSLEE, 1978, 
266: "For Plutarch it is a major social problem, for Christianity it is only a minor one (this changes, 
however, as soon as Christianity moves into the sarne social circles to which Plutarch belongs)". 
MAYER, 1985,39 argues that the manners described in Horace, Satire 2.6 emit a "buzz of impli-
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lesches is not in this case, shows that his education was not "truly (T4l OVTL)50 noble 
and royal": he falls short, even in case he does have a (broad) factual knowledge51

. 

The tragedy of the adolesches, then, is that he regards speech as a means to 
parade his knowledge52

, whereas his very speech shows his lack of education. 
Conversely, stating that the correct use of speech is a sign of a noble education is a 
strong argument in favour of this control for a man who is driven by the desire to 
show his knowledge and education, but does so in a contraproductive way. 

2. Ethics, an Art of Living 

2.1. Ethics? 

What Plutarch offers in On Talkativeness, however, is not only an analysis and a 
condemnation of adoleschia, but also a cure53 . This cure, apart from overthinking (Em

ÀOyLCJ~ÓS, 510D and 5l4E) positive and negative examples, consists of habituation 
(E8os, 511E, E8LCJ~OL, 514E). The first exercise Plutarch proposes, is the following: 

50 

TTpClTOV ~E:V OUV EV Tals TWV TTÉÀas EpWT~O'EO'LV ÉauTàv E8L(ÉTW O'LW
TTãv, ~ÉXPLS ou TTávTES (mEl TTWVTaL T~V àTTÓKPLCJLV [ ... ] Eàv ~E:V LKavWS 
ETEpOS àTToKPLVllTaL, KaÀws EXEL O'UVETTaLvÉO'avTa KaL O'uvEmcp~O'avTa 
8óçav El)~EvoDS àv8pWTTOU Àa~Elv ' Eàv 8E: ~~, TÓTE KaL 8L8áçaL Tà i]y
VOll~ÉVOV KaL àvaTTÀllPwO'aL Tà EÀÀELTTOV àVETTLcp8ovov KaL OUK OXaLpÓV 
EO'TL (511F-512A). 

ln the first place, then, when questions are asked of neighbours, let him 
accustom himself to remaining silent until all have refused a response [ .. . ]. 
If another makes a sufficient answer, it is proper to join in the approval and 
assent and so acquire the reputation of being a friendly fellow. But if such an 
answer is not made, then it is not invidious or inopportune both to point out 
the answer others have not known and thus to fill in the gap (511F-512A). 

cation [ . . . ] readily absorbed by the Roman reader who owned his own slaves and knew not only the civil 
but also the moral distinction between the two classes". Still more generally, BOURDIEU, 1972, 184 
stressed that one's habitus - in which manners play an important role - determines one's social position. 

Pace HELMBOLD, 1939,421 and PElTrNE, 1992,69, I prefer to interpret and translate Tlií OVTL ciTTà 
KOLVOU with EUyEVOUS' and ~a(JLÀLK~S' , as do DUMORTIER - DEFRADAS, 1975, 237. 

51 Cf. 514A-B. 
52 

53 

Cf. GLEASON, 1995, xxiv: " ln the.ancient world, cultural capital tends to be incorporated in par-
ticular individuais, who must compete directly with each other to establish relationships of domi
nance and authority". 

Pace PElTINE, 1992, 17, who has "I ' impressione che lo scopo moralistico e didascalico, con i vari 
riferimenti storici ed aneddotici inneggianti alla virtú dei silenzio o stigmatizzanti ii vizio della 
loquacità, sia servito ai Nostro da mero pretesto per abbandonarsi piacevolmente alla raffigu
razione arguta a gustosa dei tipo immortale dei linguacciuto pettegolo e blaterone". 
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Plutarch here gives concrete advice which will earn one a good name if followed 
up: stay silent; if someone else knows the answer, praise him; if no-one does, give 
the answer yourself. These are 'mechanical' guidelines for correct behaviour. As a 
result, one may wonder whether Plutarch is here concerned with etiquette54 rather 
than with ethics55. Ethics, according to the Cambrige Dictionary of Philosophy, is 
"the philosophical study of morality", studying "what ends we ought, as fully 
rational human beings, to choose and pursue and what moral principIes should gov
em our choices and pursuits". Etiquette, on the other hand, can be defined as "the 
conventional mIes of personal behaviour in polite society,,56. If ethics is about 
(internal) values and principIes, etiquette is concerned with (external) norms and 
behaviour. Plutarch's first exerci se is clearly concerned with the latter. And there are 
more arguments which can be put forward in favour of this hypothesis. First, con
crete behaviour may have triggered Plutarch's attention for adoleschia, and is given 
much attention throughout On Talkativeness: many descriptions and anecdotes 
sketch the adolesches' behaviour57. AIso, what wiU have bothered the adolesches' 
fellow citizens was his behaviour rather than the underlying values. Second, 
Plutarch twice uses the combination of words QLô~~wv KQL KÓCJ~LOS" (503D and 
512C), "self-respecting58 and well-behaved" - words which both refer to the out
ward aspect of one's behaviour rather than to internal principIes or values. Third, in 
On Talkativeness, comment on the bad condition ofthe adolesches' soul "tritt [ .. . ], 
verglichen mit den übrigen Schriften, weit zurück,,59. Related to this is the fact that 
if adoleschia is condernned, it is so as something unpleasant and unsocial, rather 
than as something intrinsically bad. The adolesches' problem - to return once more 

54 

55 

56 
57 

58 

59 

Much ofthe advice given by Plutarch recurs indeed in humanistic and early modem courtesy man-
uais. BRYSON, 1998 cites passages of such books stressing how important it is to adjust one's words 
to the company (p. 163), not to praise oneself(p. 164; compare also Plutarch's work How to Praise 
Oneself lnoffensively), to yield to superiors in conversation (p. 166), and not to parade one's 
knowledge (p. 184), to name just a few things. 

Note that the distinction between both discourses is not always c\ear. See BRYSON (1998), 159-162, 
who shows that behaviour is often "condemned as immoral rather than uncivil". I do not agree with 
LEYERLE, 1995, 124-126 when he uses "the social" as the distinctive element for determining whether 
advice belongs to ethics or to etiquette, as this would render social ethics a problematic category. 

Shorter Oxford English Dictionery, s.v. 

The behaviour described by Plutarch is by definition his description of it, that is, serving the aim 
Plutarch has with his writing, and may, as such, à la limite even be invented. Yet in order to be 
effective, the described behaviour must at least have been recognisable for the reader. On the cau
tion with which to use (prescriptive) literature as a source for actual behaviour, see EDWARDS, 
1993,29, and BRYSON, 1998,3-8. 

The al81Í~úlv, the man who knows shame, is concemed for what the faces ofthe others say about 
his own, and thus self-respecting. 

Cf. INGENKAMP, 1971 , 78. 
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to the larger passage quoted at the beginning - is that he makes the word unhuman 
(el.1Táv8pwlTov, 504E) and unsociaro (aflLKTov, 504E), and as a result, his company 
not being appreciated, people avoid him. Next, there are repeated comparisons of 
talkativeness to the abuse offood and drink (512E-F, 513D, and 5I5A) - the latter 
being objects par excellence of etiquette61

. 

Apart from all this, two more elements need to be pointed out. On the one hand, 
much attention goes to the appreciation of one's behaviour by others: what the ado
lesches is after, is social approval, and his problem is that he does not take into 
account the actual opinion ofthe others. As was shown, the text presupposes a face
to-face society. On the other hand, Plutarch himselfplays along with the importance 
of faces. Ris using lTaL8ECG as an argument as discussed above, is a c1ear example, 
but one can also point to the importance of shame - a social argument - in 
Plutarch's plea against adoleschia, or to the association he makes of adoleschia 
with groups traditionally considered inferior - women, slaves, handworkers62

. 

The interest revealed by these two elements would make On Talkativeness a 
fruitful object of study for sociology. For indeed, building upon the work ofElias63

, 

which showed the importance of manners for the study of society, Bourdieu64 elab
orated the possibility of an active, strategical manipulation of the 'cultural capital'. 
This is not only what the adolesches may be doing when trying to parade his knowl
edge in order to be loved, but also what Plutarch's concem in writing against the 
adolesches ' behaviour might be about: what is needed in order to manipulate one's 
cultural capital successfully? 

And yet, Plutarch himself appears to see things in way which any ancient Greek 
or Roman would recognise to refer unmistakably to philosophy and ethics. First of 
alI, Plutarch begins On Talkativeness by terming his undertaking "philosophy" 
(q)lÀOCJOcpLG, 502B). Conversely, when recounting anecdotes ilIustrating good 
behaviour regarding adoleschia, it is more than once explicitly mentioned that the 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

The quoted passage being the comparandum to the abuse ofwine, the word af1lKToS' refers to the 
drinking of undiluted wine, of which Plutarch did not approve. See N IKOLAlDIS, 1999, 341 and 
THEOOORSSO'N, 1999, 57-69. 

See, for example, LEYERL E, 1995, 126: "The task of etiquette is to intervene in order to distance 
human eating from that of animais" . LEYERLE more than once (e.g. p. 126, and 134- l35) refers to 
Plutarch on this subject. Apart from food and drink, controlling talkativeness is also repeatedly 
linked with sexual self-control (503B, 504E, and 505A). Cf. also GOLOHILL, 2002, 273. 

Compare also INGEN KAMP' S (2000, 261-265) concept of"Standesethik". 

1939, esp. the last, general chapter: "Zusammenfassung: Entwurf zu einer Theorie der Zivilisation". 

See BOURDIEU, 1972 and 1979. For a briefsurvey ofBoURDI EU'S analysis of"social mies and stan-
dards as forms of social action, which individuais and groups use and develop strategically", see 
BRYSON, 1998, 16-18. 
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person exhibiting the good behaviour is a philosopher (503B, 504A, and 505D)650 
Apart from this, Plutarch conceives of adoleschia as an affection (TIá8oS, 504E, 
505E, and 51 OC-D), and a desire (E1TL8uI-lLa, 502E)0 The adolesches shows a lack of 
self-control (oxpa<JLa, 503C, 503E, 506F, 507F, 508B, and 508F)66, in that his 
tongue does not obey reasono Moreover, the criteria for choice - fine (KaÀÓv), advan
tageous (<JÚW:PEpOV), and pleasant (~8ú) - are the criteria recognised by Aristotle 
and almost all philosophers after him670 All these elements recur, say, in Aristotle's 
Nicomachean Ethicso But there is a more important argument to prove that 
Plutarch's interest in On Talkativeness is with ethics: notwithstanding the impor
tance of behaviour, Plutarch also sees what the deeper problem behind that behav
iour iso As a result, On Talkativeness contains all the arguments which built up the 
analysis presented above, inc1uding, that is, the adolesches' self-Iove and the inabil
ity it causes to take into account either other people or what speech is about. 
Moreover, Plutarch not only sees the values behind the adolesches' behaviour, he 
also seems to realise that the former and the latter cannot be changed but togethero 
For indeed, what other practical excercises does Plutarch prescribe the adolesches? 

65 

66 

67 

~EÚTEpOV TOLVUV a<JKT)l-la TIpOS Tàs L8Las àTIOKpL<JELS E<JTLV , aIs oUX 
~KwTa 8EL TIpo<JÉXELV TOV à8óÀE<JXov o TIpClTOV I-lÉv, 'Lva I-l~ M8l] TOLS 
ETIL yÉÀWTL KaL Ü~pEL TIpOKaÀoUI-lÉvOLS ElS ÀÓyouS aUTOV àTIOKPLVÓI-lEVOS 
I-lETà <JTIou8ils [00 o]. éhav 8E <jlaLVT)TaL TQ OVTL ~ouÀÓiJ.Evos l-la8ETv, E8w
TÉOV E<jlWTávaL KaL TIOLELV TL 8LáÀÀE LI-ll-la I-lETaçU Tils E pWT~<JEWS KaL 
Tils àTIOKpL<JEWS, EV c}> TIpo<J8ELvaL I-lEV Ó EpWTWV, E'L TL ~OÚÀETaL, 8úva
Tal, <JKÉtjJa<J8aL 8' aUTOS TIEPL WV àTIOKpLVELTaL [00 o]. aÀÀws 8E TO M~pov 
Toi:JTo KaL TIpOS TOUS ÀÓyOUS OÇÚTIELVOV àvaKpOU<JTÉOV [00 o]. [00 o] OTIWS 
E8L(T)TaL TOV TOU ÀÓyou KaLpOV àval-lÉVELV TO aÀoyov (512C-F)0 

Then the second matter for diligent practice concems our own answers; to 
these the chatterer must pay very c10se attention: in the frrst place, that he may 
not inadvertently give a serious answer to those who provoke him to talk mere
ly that they may insolently ridicule them [o o o] o And when it appears that the ques
tioner is really anxious to leam, the babbler must accustom himself to stop and 

BEARDSLEE, 1978, 266 states that for Plutarch, adoleschia is "irreconcilable with being a philoso-
pher"o Juvenal, Satire 2014 cites reluctance to speak as characteristic of the philosophero 

The fact in itself that Plutarch resolutely conceives of adoleschia as àKpaala and not as àKoÀa-
ala, may be another indication ofhis awareness oftraditional opinions on the subject. For indeed, 
Aristotle wrote the following: "Ifpeople love stories, are always telling how something happened, 
and spend their days on matters of no -consequence, we call them chatterers, not self-indulgent" 
(TOUS' )'àp <pLÀo[1ú8ouS' Kal. 8LT))'T)TLKWS' mI. TTEpl. TWV TUXÓVTWV KaTaTpl~OVTaS' TàS' ~[1ÉpaS' 
à8oÀÉaxaS'. àKoÀáaTouS' 8' ou ÀÉ)'O[1EV, Nicomachean Ethics 1 I 17b35)0 The sentence occurs in 
a passage discussing with what moderation (aw<ppoaúvT)) - and, correlatively, self-indulgence 
(àl<OÀaala) - have to do: not, Aristotle argues, with wordso 

Cf. INGENKAMP, 1971 ,74-750 
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leave between the question and the answer an interval, in which the asker may 
add anything he wishes and he himself may reflect upon his reply [ ... ]. ln any 
case this ravenous hunger for talking must be checked [ ... ]. [ ... ] so that his ÍITa
tional part might be trained to await the time dictated by reason (512C-F). 

Some ofthe elements pointing towards etiquette recur: Plutarch again gives very 
concrete advise, for example to leave some time before answering, and there is a 
comparison of talkativeness to food. On the other hand, things are not that simple 
in this case. For indeed, determining the tenor of a question on the one hand, and 
giving the questioner the chance to add something while at the same time over
thinking one's own answer before actually giving it, on the other - these are not 
councels to be followed up 'mechanically'. The former supposes that one takes into 
account the faces of the others and to adapts oneself to their negative judgement. 
The latter supposes one transcends one s selflove and really takes into account the 
needs and wishes of others. Both imply breaking through the c10sed circ1e of self
love which looks no further than the immediate satisfaction ofthe desire for recog
nition: they suppose an openness towards others, which, for the adolesches, means 
a change ofvalues. An ethical change, that is. As a result ofthat change, others may 
eventually change their opinion about the (former) adolesches, who may then again 
become a member of the community. But even though the adolesches may thus 
indirectly grati:fY his self-Iove, a preliminary transcending - and ipso facto breaking 
- of it is necessary: the others have definitively entered the picture. The same goes, 
à la limite, also for Plutarch's most indulgent advice conceming adoleschia: 

Tàv 8' à80ÀÉoxrjV 'L0WS' av ~ TTpàS' Tà ypacpEl.ov 0KLal-WXLa KaL ~o~ 
TOU TTÀ~eOUS' àTTEpúKou0a Kae' ~I-1Épav ÉÀacppóTEpOV TTapa0KEuá0ELE TOLS' 
0UVOU0LV (514D). 

But with the talker, such shadowboxing with the pen and such alarums, by 
keeping him away fram the multitude, may perhaps make him less of a daily 
burden to his associates (514D). 

For the adolesches to keep away from the multitude and write instead of talk, 
supposes an awareness of being an adolesches and therefore a burden to others. If 
the result, then, is that others perceive him as less of a burden, the adolesches mer
its it, for having changed not only his behaviour, but also - as a conditio sine qua 
non for that - his thoughts. 

If Plutarch tries to heal both through the symptoms and through the cause, this 
may be rhetorical68 , but it may also be that he believes in the "double processus 
d'intériorisation de l'extériorité et d'extériorisation de l'intériorité,,69: behaviour 

68 
So INGENKAMP, 2000, 252-253. 

69 Cf. BOURDIEU, 1972, 163. 
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and values are inextricably bound Up70. 

2.2 An Art of Living 

Thus Plutarch does not limit his scope to behaviour, but is at least as much con
cemed with ethics. The discourse on behaviour and values he presents with On 
Talkativeness, yet, is definitely an ethical one: Plutarch writes about adoleschia as 
he wrote about, say, anger, a typical object of ethical treatises. 

One explanation might be that Plutarch 'had no choice', because the ancient 
Greeks, although they did give advice which we would be inclined to assign to eti
quette, never developed anything like that concept, nor, therefore, a way of speak
ing about ie1

. The c10sest related concepts they did know would be either lTmoda 

or TO lTpÉlTOv
72

. The importance ofthe former in On Talkativeness has already been 
highlighted. As for the latter, it is by definition a relative notion: 'befitting' is befit
ting to someone, regarding something, at a certain moment, etc., and thus implies 
one uses one's mind and takes the right things into account. This, as has been 
shown; is exactly the advice Plutarch gives to the adolesches. 

But interestingly enough, it also coincides with what Aristotle saw as the cri te
ria for ethical choices 73. All this shows that ancient ethics does not fully coincide 
with what we regard as ethics74. Simplyfying things, one could say that whereas for 
us, ethics is in the first place the philosophical study of what ends we ought to 
choose and pursue and what moral principIes should govem our choices and pur-

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

Compare the fact that Plutarch (To an Uneducated Ruler 779F) stresses that it is important, in 
order to have real power, not only to have the outward appearance, but also the concomitant inner 
disposition. See SASSI, 1992,355. 

Cf. INGENKAMP, 1989. For a discussion of the relationship between ethics and etiquette in antiquity, 
see, furthermore, SHERMAN, 2005. 

POHLENZ, 1933, 137, who discussed the concept, concluded that Tà TTpÉTTOV was sometimes used as 
an standard for moral behaviour of groups and individuais, "ohne doch ZlI einem Terrninus von kon
stitutiver Bedeutung zu werden". MAVER, 1985,36 points out a passage ofCicero (De Oratore 2.16-
17) where the Roman orator notes the absence ofa Greek equivalent for ineptus, "one ofRoman soci
ety's most potent words of dispapproval". Note that Tà TTpÉTTOV in rhetorical theory stressed the 
importance of adapting one's words to the circumstances if one is to convince one's audience, that 
is, if one is to engender belief (TT[OTLS) - which is exactly what Plutarch's adolesches lacks. 

Compare, for example, what Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 11 09b 15ff. says about anger: it is 
important to know "not only how, but with whom, in what sorts of circumstances, and for how 
long one should be angry" (transl. BROADIE - ROWE, 2002, 122). 

See also the numerous accounts on the differences between ancient (virtue) ethics and modem (con-
sequentalist or deontological) ethics. For a survey of discussions ofthe differences, see ANNAS, 1993, 
3-1 , with further bibliography. See also WHITE, 2002, passim, esp. 327-345, who admits that "although 
there are numerous quite specific differences that are perhaps easy enough to describe, there is also an 
overall difference that is hard to articulate, but that nevertheless strikes one quite forcibly", but shows 
that afier ali, modem and ancient ethics may be less different than they seem at fust sight. 
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suits, for the ancient Greeks philosophy in general, and ethics in particular, was 
mainly an art of living (TÉXVll TOl! ~Lov)75 . The latter way of looking at ethics, of 
course, more than the former, has concrete behaviour in a specific community as its 
central scope76

, and - an art (TÉXVll) having to be learnt -, conversely, exploits the 
fact that behaviour reveals "not only moral encoding but also social structure,,77 
more thoroughl/8

. Thus if nowadays people generally see a strong difference - or 
even an opposition - between ethics and etiquette, regarding the latter with suspi
cion lest it be an idle concem for manners 79, a philosopher like Plutarch, on the con
trary, may start writing after taking umbrage over particular behaviour, trying to 
change both that behaviour and the values which inspired it. The fact that only (rel
atively) few would ever get into contact with such writings, at the sarne time made 
the promoted behaviour a way of distinguishing oneself - which, in tum, was an 
argument for those who did read them, to put what they read into practice80

. 

As a result, adoleschia - which in itself was precisely a problem connected with 
faces, that is, with outward behaviour in a specific community - was not odd as a 
subject of an ethical discourse81

• Conversely, it is no more than normal that 
Plutarch, when dedicating an ethical work to adoleschia, is concemed with behav
iour no less than with underlying values, and played on the implied social distinc-

75 

76 

77 
78 

79 

80 

81 

See ANNAS, 1993, 27-46, the second part ofHADOT, 1995, entitled "La philosophie comme mode 
de vie", and SELLARS, 2004. Cf. also FOUCAULT, 1984, 51-85, esp. 57-69. 

I therefore agree with MACLEOD, 1979, 18 when he says that "ethics and etiquette [ ... ] the ancients 
did not sharply distinguish" - that this holds true only from the philosophical point of view (cf. 
MAYER, 1985,36-37) does not cause any problems in this case: the initial question was what ethics 
means to Plutarch, lo aphilosopher, that is. Cf. also GRÉARD, 1874, 160-161: " ... les événements 
qui agitaient la petite ville. Vivant au milieu de ces passions, Plutarque travaille à les corriger. 
Éclairer ses concitoyens [ . . . ] sur les dangers et les remedes du bavardage, de la curiosité, de la 
fausse honte, de l'envie, de l'amour des richesses, élever leur pensée au-dessus de ces faiblesses, 
de ces travers, de ces vices, épurer et pacifier leur âme: tel était le fréquent objet de ses conférences 
et de ses entretiens et tel est le sujet d ' un grand nombre de ses Traités". 

Cf. LEYERLE, 1995, 125. 

Note that the Oxford Diclionary of Philosophy, s.v. morality, discusses an "Aristotelian approach 
to practical reasoning, based on the notion of virtue, and generally avoiding the separation of 
' moral' considerations from other practical considerations" 

EUAs, 1939, 8-10 quotes modem authors opposing inner virtue and outward appearance. Cf. also 
LEYERLE, 1995, 140 and BRYSON, 1998, 197-208. 

Compare also EDWARDS, 1993,4 on moral criticism among the Roman elite: "Attacks on immoral-
ity were used by the Roman elite to exerci se control over its own members and to justify its priv
ileged position". 

Compare BEARDSLEE, 1978, 264: "De garrulitate [ .. . ] De curiositate [ ... ] both treat a common 
form of anti-social behavior as an illness to be diagnosed and cured by philosophy". This interest 
of philosophy for "daily affairs" was not exceptional. See MACLEOD, 1979, 18. 
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tion. Thus the ethical discourse was not merely the only developed discourse to 
speak about behaviour, it also was a good discourse for it in a face-fo-face society. 
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